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Abstract
We use analyticity arguments to conjecture a one-loop gravity scat-
tering amplitude with an arbitrary number of external legs possessing
the same helicity. This result also gives the complete perturbative




Recently a connection has been found between self-dual Yang-Mills eld the-
ory and maximally helicity violating (MHV) amplitudes in pure gauge theory.
These gauge theory amplitudes have been conjectured by Bardeen to be re-
lated to an anomaly [1] as well as a self-dual Yang-Mills eld theory. In
[2] a d = 2 + 2 self-dual Yang-Mills model proposed in [3] was shown to
have a perturbative S-matrix possessing only a three-point tree vertex and
non-vanishing scattering amplitudes at one-loop; all of the higher-loop am-
plitudes vanish. The perturbative one-loop solution of the model coincides
with the Wick-rotated one-loop maximally helicity violating amplitudes in
a non-abelian gauge theory. (Similar results but with dierent non-Lorentz
covariant actions were obtained in [4].) The action for a self-dual gravity
was noted in [2] to give rise to the Wick rotated one-loop MHV graviton
scattering amplitudes; however, the all-n point amplitudes have not yet been
constructed.
The one-loop n-point MHV amplitudes for n > 5 in pure gauge theory
were rst conjectured in [5] by imposing the required analytic form based
on two-particle factorization; the conjectured form was subsequently proven
correct in [6]. The pure gravity amplitudes in d = 3 + 1 do not possess
two-particle poles, unlike in d = 2 + 2; in the latter signature we require that
they limit in an appropriate fashion in the collinear kinematical regimes. The
ansatz we present here is similar to the Yang-Mills MHV one-loop n-point
result in [5] but for pure graviton scattering at one-loop:
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where we have used spinor notation to express the amplitude, hiji = ki kj
and [ij] = k
0
i kj0. The summation over P (1; : : : ; n) is over all non-cyclic
permutations of the external n lines, and the summation over C(i; j; k; l) is
over (ordered) cyclic terms of the lines i; j; k; l from 1 to n modulo n.
In Section 2 we briefly discuss the light-cone formalism for self-dual grav-
ity. In Section 3 we nd the collinear behavior of the MHV gravity amplitudes
at one loop; we subsequently use this behavior as a constraint to nd our
ansatz. In Section 4 we end with a discussion of related work.
1
2 Self-Dual Gravity
The S-matrices we consider in this work are obtained either from the MHV
sector of one-loop amplitudes in pure gravity or as the perturbative solution
to a two-eld Lagrangian describing self-dual gravity.
The two-eld Lagrangian describing self-dual gravity is found by truncat-














where the eld  corresponds to the −2 helicity graviton state. The eld ~
is a Lagrange multiplier eld and describes the +2 helicity graviton state;
its variation gives rise to the self-dual gravity eld equations in the light-
cone. (The bosonic action in (2) may be regarded as the N = 0 limit of the
supersymmetric form in [8].) As discussed in [2], because the action in (2) is
linear in the Lagrange multiplier eld ~ it may absorb the h dependence and
thus appear in correlation functions as external states a number N = 1− L
times; at one-loop order these elds only propagate as virtual states in the
amplitudes. The perturbative S-matrix of the self-dual gravity theory in (2)
is one-loop exact.
The momentum space three-point vertex from equation (2) with momenta
k1 and k2 labelling the external  lines is
V (1; 2) =  k1+0k

1+0k2+0k2+0 : (3)
The on-shell gravitational three-point vertex does not vanish in d = 2 + 2
dimensions, unlike in a spacetime with d = 3 + 1 signature.
All of the four-point scattering matrix elements have been computed for
both Yang-Mills theory and pure gravity to one-loop order [9, 10, 11]. The
one-loop graviton scattering amplitudes with all external states labelled by
the same negative helicity −−, have been calculated directly for a scalar
in the loop in [10, 11]: Through a supersymmetry identity [13, 11] they
are equal to the ones with a graviton in the loop. In [14, 11] the four-point
amplitude was presented in helicity (i.e., twistor) notation. Its relation to the














where we have normalized the gravitational coupling constant for the four-
point amplitude to coincide with the MHV one-loop amplitude. The notation
j−− denotes the external graviton state with momentum kj and helicity −2;
this will be used in the remainder of the paper. Furthermore, we remind
the reader that we may express on-shell momenta kj+0 in terms of spinor
notation as ki+0 = ki+0jii, and likewise for ki+0 = ki+ji].
In d = 3 + 1 the rst factor in (4), i.e., the ratio of twistor products
in (4), is a phase; the second factor is of the same form as the numerator
of the Yang-Mills amplitude below in (14) for n = 4. In the following we
use a similar construction to formulate an n-point ansatz for the graviton
amplitudes with arbitrary n, as was used to nd the MHV gauge theory
one-loop amplitudes. Our analyticity arguments, however, are performed in
a spacetime with d = 2 + 2 signature.
Neither the gauge theory nor graviton-graviton maximally helicity vio-
lating n-point scattering amplitudes possess cuts; this is seen by noting that
a unitary cut in any channel t
[n]
i = (ki + : : : + ki+n)
2 produces phase space
integrals of two tree amplitudes which vanish on shell: The tree amplitudes
with all, or all but one, helicity the same, vanish
Atreen (1
; 2−−; : : : ; k−−) = 0 : (5)
Furthermore, one-loop pure supergravity is renormalizable [15]: The MHV
one-loop graviton amplitudes A[2]n (1
−−; : : : ; n−−) are nite because the tree-
level MHV amplitudes vanish. By renormalization the ultra-violet innity is
proportional to the tree amplitude, and there are no infra-red singularities
within the loop diagrams as may also be seen within the analysis in the next
section.
3 MHV One-Loop Gravity Amplitudes
To conjecture the pure gravity one-loop MHV amplitude we rst examine
the collinear behavior of the amplitudes as two adjacent legs obtain parallel
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momenta. (This limit also will enable us to derive the behavior as we take one
momentum to zero, ki ! 0.) In the following we examine the limit in which
the rst and second momenta go to k1 = zP , k2 = (1 − z)P with P 2 = 0;
all other two-particle channels are investigated by relabelling the lines 1; 2
to i; j. We follow [5, 16] and separate the amplitude into classes of Feynman
diagrams which potentially contribute leading behavior as k1  k2 ! 0 (in
d = 2 + 2 signature this occurs separately for h12i or [12]! 0); our analysis
is performed in a spacetime with d = 2 + 2 signature.
There are three classes of diagrams in which leading collinear behavior
as [12] ! 0 may occur. In the rst class of Feynman diagrams there is a
potential singularity in k1  k2 when three propagators within a loop integral
adjacent to the on-shell legs k1 and k2 diverge; we label this class of diagrams
AI. In the second and third classes an external propagator with momentum
k1 + k2 may go on-shell in the limit k1  k2 ! 0. The diagrams which con-
tain a vertex and propagator correction we label AII, while those with an
external three-point tree vertex connecting to the loop via a graviton line
with momentum k1 + k2 we label AIII. Remaining diagrams do not have the
momentum flow necessary to produce a pole in k1  k2. In the following we
analyze the momentum dependence of these sets of diagrams.







(l + k1)2l2(l − k2)2
(6)
 Atree;on (l + k1;−l + k2; k3; : : : ; kn) + (k1 $ k2) ; (7)
where ~V contains the momentum dependence in the vertices,













The n-point tree amplitude with two legs o-shell, denoted Atree;on in (7),
carries the loop momenta through the dependence l + k1 and l − k2.
In a parameterization of the loop integration where l = l? + k1 + k2,
the measure factor is d4l = (2k1  k2)d2l?dd (where l?  k1 = l?  k2 = 0).
After Wick rotating to euclidean space to perform the loop integrations, the
leading contribution as k1  k2 ! 0 arises in the region from where d2l? is
constrained to approximately 2k1 k2. This is found by examining the integra-
tion region where the propagators diverge within the loop integration. In the
4
parameterization we are using the three potentially divergent propagators
are adjacent to legs 1 and 2. Their inverses in the collinear parameterization
are : [l2? + 2(1 + )k1  k2], [l
2
? + 2k1  k2], and [l
2
? − 2(1− )k1  k2]. In
the region where  = 0;−1 or  = 0; 1 another propagator adjacent to these
three diverges; it does not alter the analysis because the  and  integra-
tion at these points is nite. The behavior of the loop integration gives a










d() Atree;on (p1; p2; k3; : : : ; kn) (9)
 [p1+0p2+0(p1+0 + p2+0)]
2 + (k1 $ k2) ; (10)
where p1 = (1+)k1 +k2 and p2 = −k1 +(1−)k2. The term in equation
(10) is suppressed by a factor of k1 k2; = h12i in the limit that h12i, [12]! 0
(or h12i ! 0 separately, which is relevant to d = 2 + 2 kinematics). The four
powers of momenta within the three-point vertex in (3) prohibit an infra-red
singularity from developing in the collinear region of the loop integral in (10).
The remaining two contributions consist of diagrams containing a loop
and vertex with an external propagator carrying a momentum P = k1 + k2.
The loop integration from the triangle and propagator correction contribute









−−; 3−−; : : : ; n−−) : (11)
The tree amplitude vanishes on-shell and so the limit in (11) is suppressed.
The last contribution is from the three-point tree vertex attached to an (n−









−−; 3−−; : : : ; n−−) : (12)
The net leading collinear behavior of the purely gravitational amplitudes is
found from the last contribution (12). Unlike in pure Yang-Mills theory, the
gravitational amplitudes in the collinear limit do not diverge. (In d = 3 + 1,
the spinor inner products satisfy h12i = [12] and the factor h12i=[12] is a
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phase.) In d = 2 + 2 signature we have [12] 6= h12i, and the source for a
divergence in the collinear regime appears only in the diagrams (12).
We note that in truncating the original gravitational action to obtain
the light-cone two-eld self-dual one in (2) an explicit eld redenition has
introduced a factor of −k2i+0 for each external line. In non-light-cone gauges
the collinear behavior of the all-plus graviton scattering amplitudes is related








−−; : : : ; n−−) : (13)
An ansatz for the n-point gravitational amplitudes consistent with the
two-particle collinear behavior in all channels sij is is (1). The amplitude
is symmetric in the labelling of the external states, is nite, and possesses
the correct collinear behavior described above in all channels si;i+1. It also
has the correct helicity dependence of an all-minus polarized amplitude. As
expected, the n-point ansatz also does not possess any multi-particle poles.
4 Discussion
We have used arguments based on the analytic structure of one-loop ampli-
tudes to ansatz a maximally helicity violating graviton scattering amplitude
in pure gravity with an arbitrary number of legs. The collinear and soft
behavior of amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills theory has served as a powerful
tool in the construction of one-loop amplitudes which bypasses the algebraic
complexity of perturbative gauge theory calculations (reviewed in [12]); in
this work we have applied the same techniques to the case of pure gravita-
tional amplitudes that was used originally to conjecture the MHV one-loop
gauge theory amplitudes in [5].
The ansatz we make here for the result (1) is based on somewhat weaker
grounds than was used originally to nd the MHV Yang-Mills amplitudes.
First, there are no known graviton amplitudes higher than four-point to
check our ansatz against. Second, unlike the case of the splitting functions
in pure gauge theory, the collinear behavior of the pure graviton scattering
amplitudes is not divergent. (One may also check that the ansatz is consistent
with the asymptotic soft limits, for example as k1 ! 0, which is not presented
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here.) As in the construction of the gauge theory MHV amplitudes our guess
is ambiguous up to functions which vanish in all collinear channels and which
possess the properties of the one-loop MHV amplitudes (nite, no cuts, and
the correct helicity dependence).
The form for the partial amplitude (1) is very reminiscient of the pure










[12][23]    [n1]
: (14)
It would be interesting to nd the reason for this relation given that the
ansatz (1) is correct; in [7] a supersymmetric form of the S-matrix will be
used to relate the two expressions.
Our last comment regarding the above MHV amplitudes concerns a sub-
tle detail regarding the pole structure after a Wick rotation to d = 2 + 2
dimensions. In this case, the leading behavior in (13) contains a divergence
from taking to zero any adjacent product [ij] while holding hiji xed; The
pure gauge theory results in (14) also have these singularities. In d = 3 + 1
the products [ij] and hiji are complex conjugates and one is not free to hold
one xed while varying the other. It would be interesting to nd the signi-
cance to the fact that the amplitudes in d = 2+2 contain poles in one SL(2)
half of the Lorentz structure of the theory.
The relation of S-matrices of self-dual gravity to the gravitational MHV
amplitudes is made after a Wick rotation to spacetime with signature d =
2 + 2. The graviton MHV amplitudes, as well as the MHV gauge theory
amplitudes, deserve a possible interpretation in terms of an anomaly as noted
originally in [1].
The possibility that the exactly solvable self-dual supergravity models
discussed in this work and their truncation to self-dual Yang-Mills or self-dual
gravity are related to a new class of string theories is quite interesting and
deserves further study. The N = 2 string and the supposed vanishing of its
S-matrix [17, 19] has recently been under investigation to further understand
this relation and to determine if there is a mechanism by which the MHV
amplitudes are generated.
In further work [7] we will relate the MHV graviton amplitudes to those
in pure Yang-Mills theory by an embedding of both types of interactions into
a theory of N-extended self-dual gauged supergravity. Using the 1=N expan-
sion allows one to provide further evidence for the correctness of our ansatz as
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well as further expressions for the S-matrix of the complete supersymmetric
theory.
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